
light up all the mould boards and coulters well enough for plough adjustments

to be made while the plough is actually working. The light illuminates the

top of the plough very clearly but the coulters and the bottom are deep in the

shadow thrown by the upper members of the frame of the plough. Therefore the

operator must make up his mind that he will have to dismount every so often and

take -an electric torch to the plough to make sure that all is going well.

The torch must be fitted with a semi-circular hood projecting at

least o inches, it must (if electric) be of a power not exceeding 1 watt, and

care must be taken to prevent the beam shining upwards.

Although, as has been said, the front lamp gives sufficient light
for straight-forward ploughing in the furrow, it is certainly very difficult

on a dark night to turn in at the headland, and it is impossible to mark out

fields and open rigs and make finishes.

Therefore the field must be marked out in the daylight and the plough

must be left set ready for full depth ploughing in the bouts. Finishes must be

left until the next morning. Some guiding system has to be thought out to

prevent the driver getting lost on the headland when he tries to get back to the

furrow. An arrangement of white pegs, or sticks with white paper attached to

them, or a more elaborate arrangement such as reflecting discs, provides the best

guide. It is true that when these devices are used the driver has to leave the

tractor at each turn and put the pegs in a new position and this decreases his

output; but experience has shown that he welcomes these breaks, especially on

cold nights, and they give him an opportunity to look at the plough.

Some few tractors are already fitted with lighting sets and all that will

need to be done is the fixing of the A.R.P. masks, These masks can now be bought
at most garages. Because of the amount of soil that collects on the lamp when

ploughing, it is well to select a mask that can be easily cleaned from outside,

without being taken to pieces, such as the W.D. Pattern or Lucas Maxlite. Many

tractors, although they are not at present fitted with a lighting outfit, can have,

a standard dynamo, battery and- lamps fitted on to them by the local agent. For

many makes of tractor, however, this will not be possible and once again the

farmer will have to improvise.

Hoad lamps can usually be found at an old motor scrap dump and a very

simple bent iron bracket will suffice for mounting these lamps on to the tractor.

The same dump may yield a dynamo. On some tractors the dynamo could be fixed

up to be driven as a three-point drive from the fan belt.

If the fitting of a dynamo proves to be impossible, the lamps will have

to be powered only by battery. A motor car lighting and starting battery will

keep these two head lamps alight for about twenty hours. If it can be managed,
two batteries ought, to be at hand so that one can be under charge while the other

is being used on the tractor. The best plan of all will be for the farmer to

try to arrange with his local garage for the hire of charged batteries.

The battery should be mounted in a wooden box, which need only be very

roughly made, and this box ought to be mounted on pieces of rubber or cloth so

that the battery will be insulated from some of the vibration.

It is better to have a separate switch for each of the two lamps so that,

during most of the time, the rear lamp can he switched off to save the battery.

If the tractor is to be taken along the road during the night the rear

white light must be put out and a red lamp (screened with one sheet of tissue paper)
used instead.

N.B. The use of torches (unless screened in accordance with the usual

regulations for civilian torches) and of the new tractor lights

described above is prohibited within half-a-mile of any R.A.F.
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